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Communal Memorials  

2015 Oslo, Norway                                                                                                                                     

This project is part of my master’s study proposal.  The project will focus on east African 

immigrant’s tragic sea travel and crossing borders stories. An Idea of finding elapsed 

east African immigrants travel stories and try to memorialize it with various artistic form.  

Nevertheless, in countries like Ethiopia, due to tyrannical political structures and public 

deficiency of awareness, peoples almost don’t have the tradition to memorialize 

contemporary blue incident histories. The ignorance is because of the government lack 

of initiative and need for countries positive image, rejects people’s participation to 

exercise communal memories. Obviously, this kind of exercises will bring interrogations 

and lead to critical complaint. 

Through this project I will examine, the role of Individual’s stories for collective memories 

and role of art to create the space with in contemporary characteristics of memorials.  
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As in most countries, history of monuments and memorials are more related to political 

history or major historical incidents. But apart from this, People exercise memorials in 

different social life structures. This is due to the fact that, the cultural anthropology in 

memorializing individuals is intensely exercised.  The project Portray different forms 

(approaches) on Notion of representation and association of memorials by creating 



artistic platforms for individuals’ participation on common blue stories and looking the 

public participation as an input for creating memorials.   

Now the project is on research and will be present the progress on each semester during my master’s 

program. 

 

Who can exist? 

2015 Oslo, Norway 

Who can exist, performance  

This performance piece is based on personal situation on the idea of existence and 

finical status. The challenges to be lively member on the new system. Reflecting my 

personal experience on finding a job in Oslo through performance.   

I am an art student who came to Oslo in October 2014 from Ethiopia and hoping to 

finance myself through any possible work opportunities but due to some reasons I found 

it very hard even to exist and be dynamically present to the system. What is the notion 

existence as a human in relation to income generating? For me these challenging 

realties give me an opportunity to think existence and try to define it in art practice.  

I perform my finical situation holding an umbrella to a cash machine which I state it, 

how money affects (define) my existence to actually be considered existed. I consider 

the Cash machines as a functional installation on the public space. Which obviously, 

the existence of it, is reliant on the functionality within the system. I believe it is the same 

code for peoples who are new to the system and how they deal to exist. The project will 

be a continuous experimental performance around the mini bank machines in different 

part of the city. 

 Now, I am more interested in people’s interpretation and reflection about my existence 

around the cash machines. Also the power relation between the users and the existing 

object (machine) in a public space. How peoples do defines the existing object 

(machine). 

.During the performance I document people’s reaction and interaction. 



       
        Who can exist ( performance in oslo city mall 2015) 

 

 

Detected Breaths 

2014 

Desta for Africa, Addis Ababa 

 

 

Detected Breaths (2014), video, sound, 2:00 min. 

 

 

Detected Breathes is a documentation of a performance took place in the largest public space 

in Addis Ababa, Meskel Square. A band with a singer performe but the singer's voice is absent.  

 

The work reflects the reality with true emotion of the artist and showing that not everything can 

be put into words without danger. 

The cement blocks on the performers feet reflects the constraints that society places on artists.  

 

I made a video about how I can bring new voice to the limited artistic freedom in my society. It 

was about how artists can deal with challenges and realities of freedom expression and how 

they can interact with their environment.  

 

The project was realised as part of a video-art workshop entitled ‘What is the role of the artist in 

the society?’ organized by Desta for Africa. The video will be presented in the framework of 

Addis Foto Fest organized by Desta for Africa, December 2014. 

 

 

 

 



 
Detected Breaths (2014), video, sound, 2:00 min. 

 

 

 

 

Censured F**ts 

 
2013 

Wax and Gold, Addis Ababa 

 

This project was realised in the framework of Wax and Gold, a project developed by Netsa Art 

Village in Addis Ababa. The aim of the project was to elicit discourse about freedom of artistic 

expression and censorship. My performance was about censorship in printed and electronic 

media, and more specifically questioning the amount of money spent on censorship in favour of 

social programs. 

The performance took place in four different public spaces, where I walked around holding an 

electrical bug zapper mounted on a long stick. Inside the device I placed pieces of paper with 

censored words cut out of newspapers.  

 

The bug zapper apparatus is one example of the many technological devices produced in 

China, which are sold on the Ethiopian marked. Through their market interest, Chinese interest 

represents a major driving forces behind Ethiopian censorship. While the bug zapper is a cheap 

technical device in comparison with the cost of developing and implementing digital censoring 

technologies for public internet censoring, the device is expensive in relation to the average 

Ethiopian household.  

 



During the performance, I stand in public spaces holding the device, like a protest banner 

without saying anything. 

 

 

 
Censured F**ts (2013) performance project 

 

 

 

 

Project Graduation 

 
2013 

Alliance, French Cultural Institute, Addis Ababa 

 

 

The so-called cobblestone project, initiated by the Ethipoian government in 2009(?) is one of the 

most effective and efficient road construction public employment initiatives in Ethiopia. 

Numerous neighborhoods and side roads were paved as a result of this project. The initiative was 

supported jointly by the German Development Cooperation and the Bill & Melinda Gates 

Foundation, the project was designed to give jobs for the large number of unemployed youth 

and college graduates. 

 

Public education is a large expense in public spending. In Ethiopia fifty thousand students 

graduate each year from the universities. The amount of resources and time spent to train a 

literate force behind Ethiopia's development is enormous.  

 



Public media reports the cobblestone project as one of the successful programs of the country. 

College graduates are encouraged to chisel cobblestones for a living. This job only requires 

fifteen days of training.  

 

Project Graduation is a statement about the underlying disappointment of college graduates 

who passed rigorous exams to go to college and worked hard to finish. I often wonder how 

many of them will ever fully use their skills.  

The black-painted cobble stones with ribbons attached symbolise the traditional graduation 

gowns. The installation included a statement about the the cobblestone project’s mixed 

message regarding education policies and employment. 

The project raised questions about the issue of unemployment for the many educated youth 

that are products of the higher educational system. 

 

The project was presented in the framework of Pret a Partage, Ethipoia Programme at Alliance 

in 2013. The statement included in the work was sensored because of its critique of government 

policies. 

 

 

 

 
Installation view at Alliance, Project Graduation (2013) installation, painted cobblestones, 

ribbons, size: 7x4 m.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Climate + / - 

 
2011 

The village of Harla, Ethiopia 

 

 

Introduction: 

This project was realised during a three months residency at ZCAC (Zoma Contemporary Art 

Center, website) in 2011. Within the framework of SurVivArt, a program initiated and funded by 

Heinrich Böll Foundation, I was invited to realise a project in the public space of Harla, a small 

village near Dire Dawa, Ethiopia. 

 

Starting with a conversation about how people and communities realise their right to a good life, 

I established a local resource group with people from the community of Harla, among them 

school children from the village's elementary school. The discussions about the use of plastic jerry 

cans was discussed with school children as a way of addressing the issue of ecology, pollution 

and climate change. using plastic jerry cans that are replacing ceramic pots in rural 

communities.  

 

 
Platstic jerry cans collected and in the process of being prepared for the construction of the 

tower in Harla.  

 

 

The every day use of plastic jerry cans has replaced the traditional clay pots for everything from 

construction tools to kitchen appliances in the rural communities in contemporary Ethiopian 

culture. We discussed the long term consequences of the use of jerry cans, as well as how their 

use reflect on gender issues; women today still use the traditional clay pots in their everyday life, 

while men use jerry cans. the discussions focussed on how introduction of new technologies, in 



this the plastic jerry cans, changes traditional ways in the pursuit of a better life and how this 

changes have both good and bad consequences. The usefulness of plastic jerry cans vs the 

plastic taste of the water, or the shift in the traditional division of labor between women and 

men; the jerry cans ergonomic features allows men to participate in every day labor to a 

greater extent. While the ceramic clay pot has become redundant in every day life, it is held on 

to by women due to unspoken emotional bond.   

 

Following the discussions, the resource group collaboratively raised a five meter high structure 

installed inside the compound of the Harla elementary school. The media is discarded jerry cans 

and ceramic pots tied with ropes made from recycled strings on wood frames.  Most of the jerry 

cans were collected by the school children and the construction was done with the help of their 

parents, masons and carpenters from the community. 

 

A variety of herbs and medicinal plants were planted in the jerry cans placed at the base of the 

sculpture. A watering system consisting of clay pots with small holes at the bottom were placed 

above the plants to drip water over the plants. The sculpture was a gift to the elementary 

school, where it is still in use. The schools environment club is responsible for taking care of the 

plants. 

 

During the opening ceremony of the project, school bags, dictionaries, notebooks, pens, 

pencils, compass boxes and other school equipment were given to school children who 

participated in the project as a gift. 

 

The project was organised by Zoma Contemporary Art Center as part of SurVivArt, a program 

initiated and funded by Heinrich Böll Foundation (www.boell.de/en). 

 

On February 5, 2012, an exhibition about this art project took place at Galerie Meinblau in Berlin.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Biography 

 
Born in 1987 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, Kebreab Demeke graduated from Addis Ababa 

University, Alle school of Fine Arts and Design. He is one of the founding members of Nitin and 41 

art studio, a young and energetic team working in the field of art and who’s activities takes 

place in the city of Addis Ababa. 41 art studio was founded i 2010 by Demeke and fellow fine art 

graduates Robel Temesgen and Tesfaye Wendemageni.  

Kebreab was a resident artist at ZCAC (Zoma Contemporary Art Center, website) in Harla, a 

small village near Dire Dawa, Ethiopia, in 2011. The residency was part of the SurVivArt program, 

initiated and sponsored by Heinrich Böll Foundation (www.boell.de/en). During the residency 

Kebreab realised a social project involving residents of the village of Harla, resulting in a 

functional sculpture constructed with the help of local resources, which lives on as a public work 

in the centre square of Harla.  

 

Kebreab  continues to realise projects that explore political and social issues through a diverse 

range of media. He is currently completing the MA program in art and public space at The 

National Academy of arts in Oslo, Norway (www.khio.no) 
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